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Alaska, the fever of gold

Alaska, "the large ground" in language aléoute, 49ème state of the USA, is large like three times
France for a population of approximately 650000 inhabitants. 39 assembly lines, 17 of the highest
North-American tops, 81 volcanos, including 40 still in activity, 3millions of lakes, 12 large rivers, 50
000km of coasts. Nature in its disproportion gathers disparate communities often completely
isolated.
South in the North of Alaska, while passing by Yukon in Canada, the team of Is not necessary to
dream traversed thousands of kilometers to the meeting of the natives and those which chose
another life style in an area considered for its inhospitality.
On the road of the gold diggers, Alaska asserts its identity like its gigantism and remains still today a
ground of pioneers.
William Garit
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REPORTS:

Yakutat: danger glacier! 
A report of Arnaud Blin and Daniel Brosset
A production: France 3 Is not necessary to dream

With more than 100000 glaciers disseminated on its
territory, Alaska is without question "the country of the
glaciers". Following the climatic reheating, all move back,
except one: the Hubbard glacier. A 120 kilometers length
monster which advances so quickly that, by twice
already, it closed the access of a fjord. Transformed into
lake, its level then rose of 25 meters, threatening of flood
all the economic infrastructures of a small village of 900
inhabitants: Yakutat.

See the extract of the report in video 

The gold of Klondike 
A report of Arnaud Blin and Daniel Brosset
A production: France 3 Is not necessary to dream

In 1897, thousands of gold diggers converged towards
the Canadian Far North. Into a few months, they
transformed a simple station of draft of fur into a town of
60 000 inhabitants, Dawson City. Today, 2 000 people
still live in this city of tourism and gold. 100 years later,
the fever of gold continues to prevail in Yukon.
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See the extract of the report in video 

Red tunics 
A report of Arnaud Blin and Daniel Brosset
A production France 3 Is not necessary to dream

Their red uniform made the turn of the world. Today, they
do not carry it any more but in the special occasionss.
However, faithful to a tradition which goes back to the
XIX century, the gendarmes of the Canadian assembled
police force always put a point of honor at being present
in the most moved back regions. It is the case of Old
Crow. In this village yukonnais of 300 inhabitants, only
accessible by plane, three gendarmes make reign the
law, while ensuring of the missions of public utility.

See the extract of the report in video 

Kobuk 440: the great race 
A report of Sandrine Leonardelli and George Pinol
A production France 3 Is not necessary to dream

All the small town of Kotzebue came to attend the beginning of Kobuk 440, the last race of the
season before the snow melt. On the line: twelve teams of twelve dogs and the most famous
mushers of Alaska. They will guide their dogs on 700 kilometers between snow and the sky. During
three days, perhaps four, they will slip on the frozen rivers, will cross the tundra and will pass very
close to the mountains: a long moment of intimacy with the dogs and nature, the last of the winter.

See the extract of the report in video

Pilots of bush 
A report of Sandrine Leonardelli and George Pinol
A production France 3 Is not necessary to dream

In Alaska, there is a pilot for 58 inhabitants. They are as a red wire which connects the men to the
men, the villages at the villages and the villages at the city. On this immense territory of a million and
half of square kilometres, there are only 9000 kilometers of road. All that is not connected to the rest
of the world by asphalt or the sea, it is the bush. With its plane Jérémie spends its time making
jumps of chips between the villages of the edges of the Kuskowin river. It brings food, the mail, the
passengers. In this area, some small airline companies divide the market. DaN, it, work "except
track", as a recluse, for hunters, trappers... It is a truth "bush pile", one of these able adventurers,
like the pioneers, to pose their plane where nobody was never posed.

See the extract of the report in video

Salmons of Kenaï 
A report of Patricia Micallef and Robin Teboul
A production France 3 Is not necessary to dream

The Kenaitze Indians are from now on Americans like the
others they make their races with the supermarket and
their mails are electronic. However, it is not so a long
time, they nourished only salmon which they could fish
according to their needs. Today, their children relearn to
fish in an educational camp installed on the beach.

See the extract of the report in video 

Caribous against oil 
A report of Patricia Micallef, Arnaud Blin and Robin

Teboul
A production France 3 Is not necessary to dream

10 billion crude barrels sleeps under the ice-barrier in the
basement of the last Arctic ecosystem of planet, then
inevitably, the battle makes rage. Eaters of whales
against hunters of caribous... the Indians are opposed. In
Washington, the government dreams cause a drop in its
imports of black gold. As for the tankers, they lorgnent on
million dollars.

See the extract of the report in video 

Nikolaevsk, small Russia 
A report of Patricia Micallef and Robin Teboul
A production: France 3 Is not necessary to dream

Nikolaevsk is a strange place, born from the pile-up
between Holy Russia of the XVII century and America of
"Mac Do". At the end of a road, in this peninsula of
Kenaï, a collection of maisonnettes out of wooden,
beiges and turquoises, a school, a post office and the
two-tone bulb of the Saint Nicolas's Day church.
Extraordinary odyssée that that of these Russians who,
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to continue to live like their ancestors, dissidents of the
orthodoxe church, left their country at the time of the
Revolution and were put in the search of a "promised
ground".

See the extract of the report in video

The whale of Barrow 
An account of William Garrit

Barrow, the greatest Eskimo community in the world, is a town of hunters of whales. In spring, when
the ice-barrier is dislocated, the whales migrate towards the North Pole while passing to a few
hundred meters banks of the town of Barrow. This traditional hunting is the most significant event of
the year for Inupiats of the Far North of Alaska.
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